FOR ACTION

Letter Ballot: OEOSC/OP/TF 4
Ballot No.: 2009-2
Issued: 7/23/09
Date Due: 8/21/09

OEOSC ASC OP, Committee for Optics and Electro-Optical Instruments
Title: Proposed American National Standard for Optics and Electro-Optical Instruments—Preparation of drawings for optical elements and systems—Part 10: Table representing data of optical elements and cemented assemblies

Question: Shall Task Force 4 approve this draft standard so that it can be submitted to the entire ASC OP committee for final approval as an American National Standard?

☐ Yes  ☐ Yes, with comment

☐ No (State reason in comments area)

☐ Abstain (State reason in comments area)

Enter comments in the space below. Include another sheet if your comments exceed this space. All negative votes and abstentions must be accompanied by an explanation.

Mail or FAX your response to
Gene Kohlenberg
OEOSC Executive Director
P.O. Box 25705
Rochester, NY 14625-0705
FAX: 585-373-2540

Signature

21 Aug 2009
Date

Stephen J. Martinek
Printed Name

4D Technology Corporation
Organization Represented

Address 1

Address 2

Include any contact info that has changed.

City

State

FAX

Phone

E-Mail

3280 E. Hemisphere Loop, Ste 14
Tucson
AZ
520 294 5600
520 294 5600, x201
steve.martinek@4DTechnology.com
FOR ACTION

Letter Ballot: OEOSC/OP/TF 4
Ballot No.: 2009-2
Issued: 7/23/09
Date Due: 8/21/09

OEOSC ASC OP, Committee for Optics and Electro-Optical Instruments
Title: Proposed American National Standard for Optics and Electro-Optical Instruments – Preparation of drawings for optical elements and systems – Part 10: Table representing data of optical elements and cemented assemblies

Question: Shall Task Force 4 approve this draft standard so that it can be submitted to the entire ASC OP committee for final approval as an American National Standard?

☐ Yes ☐ Yes, with comment
☐ No (State reason in comments area)
☐ Abstain (State reason in comments area)

Enter comments in the space below. Include another sheet if your comments exceed this space. All negative votes and abstentions must be accompanied by an explanation.

Mail or FAX your response to
Gene Kohlenberg
OEOSC Executive Director
P.O. Box 25705
Rochester, NY 14625-0705
FAX: 585-377-2540

Walt Czajkowski
Signature

Printed Name

Address 1

Address 2

City

State

FAX

Phone

E-Mail

APOMA Organization Represented

613 Orage Wood Court

Perkasie

PA

215 679 2277

609 381 9783

wczajkowski@edmundoptics.com
FOR ACTION

Letter Ballot: OEOSC/OP/TF 4
Ballot No.: TF 4/2009-1
Issued: 6/4/09
Date Due: 7/5/09

OEOSC ASC OP, Committee for Optics and Electro-Optical Instruments
Title: Preparation of Drawings for Optical Elements and Systems

Question: Shall ISO 10110-1 be adopted as an American National Standard with customization for the US optics industry?

☐ Yes  ☐ Yes, with comment
☐ No (State reason in comments area)
☐ Abstain (State reason in comments area)

Enter comments in the space below. Include another sheet if your comments exceed this space. All negative votes and abstentions must be accompanied by an explanation.

Mail or FAX your response to
Gene Kohlenberg
OEOSC Executive Director
P.O. Box 25705
Rochester, NY 14625-0705
FAX: 585-377-2540

[Signature]

[Printed Name]

[Address 1]

[City]

[State]  [ZIP]

[Phone]

[E-Mail]

[Organization Represented]

[Date]

1826 W 169TH

GARDENA

310.327.2677

310.327.3051

[Email]
FOR ACTION

Letter Ballot: OEOSC/OP/TF 4
Ballot No.: 2009-2
Issued: 7/23/09
Date Due: 8/21/09

OEOSC ASC OP, Committee for Optics and Electro-Optical Instruments
Title: Proposed American National Standard for Optics and Electro-Optical Instruments — Preparation of drawings for optical elements and systems—Part 10: Table representing data of optical elements and cemented assemblies

Question: Shall Task Force 4 approve this draft standard so that it can be submitted to the entire ASC OP committee for final approval as an American National Standard?

☑ Yes ◯ Yes, with comment
☑ No (State reason in comments area)
☐ Abstain (State reason in comments area)

Enter comments in the space below. Include another sheet if your comments exceed this space. All negative votes and abstentions must be accompanied by an explanation.

Mail or FAX your response to
Gene Kohlenberg
OEOSC Executive Director
P.O. Box 25705
Rochester, NY. 14625-0705
FAX: 585-977-8540

[Signature] 8/10/09

[Printed Name]  NIST / IEEE

[Address 1]
[Address 2]

[City]
[State]
[FAX]
[Phone]
[E-Mail]
FOR ACTION

Letter Ballot: OEOC/OP/TF 4
Ballot No.: 2009-2
Issued: 7/23/09
Date Due: 8/21/09

OEOC ASC OP, Committee for Optics and Electro-Optical Instruments
Title: Proposed American National Standard for Optics and Electro-Optical Instruments —
Preparation of drawings for optical elements and systems— Part 10: Table representing data of
optical elements and cemented assemblies

Question: Shall Task Force 4 approve this draft standard so that it can be submitted to the entire
ASC OP committee for final approval as an American National Standard?

☐ Yes
☐ Yes, with comment
☐ No (State reason in comments area)
☐ Abstain (State reason in comments area)

Enter comments in the space below. Include another sheet if your comments exceed this space.
All negative votes and abstentions must be accompanied by an explanation.

ANSI note 6 and item 4 of the foreword do not appear to be entirely consistent. The editor should consider incorporating the
wording of note 6 into the foreword.

Mail or FAX your response to
Gene Kohlenberg
OEOC Executive Director
P.O. Box 25705
Rochester, NY 14625-0705
FAX: 585-377-2540

Signature

William E. Royall
Printed Name

Address 1
Address 2
City
State
FAX
Phone
E-Mail

Individual Organization Represented

8/20/09 Date
FOR ACTION

Letter Ballot: OEOSC/OP/TF 4
Ballot No.: 2009-2
Issued: 7/23/09
Date Due: 8/21/05

OEOSC ASC OP, Committee for Optics and Electro-Optical Instruments
Title: Proposed American National Standard for Optics and Electro-Optical Instruments –
Preparation of drawings for optical elements and systems – Part 10: Table representing data of
optical elements and cemented assemblies

Question: Shall Task Force 4 approve this draft standard so that it can be submitted to the entire
ASC OP committee for final approval as an American National Standard?

☐ Yes  ☐ Yes, with comment
☐ No (State reason in comments area)
☐ Abstain (State reason in comments area)

Enter comments in the space below. Include another sheet if your comments exceed this space.
All negative votes and abstentions must be accompanied by an explanation.

US Foreword: Paragraph 1) place a comma after "required" and before "e.g." Paragraph 4) "Radius" should not be capitalized.
In the last paragraph which begins "This standard was processed..." replace the comma after "Electro-Optical Instruments" with
a period.

ANS Note 6 is inconsistent with Foreword paragraph 4). One or the other needs to be changed.

Mail or FAX your response to
Gene Kohlberg
OEOSC Executive Director
P.O. Box 25705
Rochester, NY 14625-0705
FAX: 585-377-2540

[Signature]

8/12/09  Date

GORDON BOULTBEE
Printed Name

JDSU
Organization Represented

Address 1

Address 2

City

State

FAX

Phone

E-Mail

Include any contact info that has changed.
FOR ACTION

Letter Ballot: OEOSC/OP/TF 4
Ballot No.: 2009-2
Issued: 7/23/09
Date Due: 8/21/09

OEOSC ASC OP, Committee for Optics and Electro-Optical Instruments
Title: Proposed American National Standard for Optics and Electro-Optical Instruments –
Preparation of drawings for optical elements and systems – Part 10: Table representing data of
optical elements and cemented assemblies

Question: Shall Task Force 4 approve this draft standard so that it can be submitted to the entire
ASC OP committee for final approval as an American National Standard?

☐ Yes    ☐ Yes, with comment
☐ No (State reason in comments area)
☐ Abstain (State reason in comments area)

Enter comments in the space below. Include another sheet if your comments exceed this space.
All negative votes and abstentions must be accompanied by an explanation.

Mail or FAX your response to
Gene Kohlenberg
OEOSC Executive Director
P.O. Box 25705
Rochester, NY 14625-0705
FAX: 585-377-2540

[Signature]
08/13/2009

Donna J Howland
Printed Name
Northrop Grumman Aerospace Systems
Organization Represented

Address 1
One Space Park

Address 2
R11/2231

City
Redondo Beach

State
CA

FAX
(310) 812-7808

Phone
(310) 813-5420

E-Mail
donna.howland@ngc.com
FOR ACTION

Letter Ballot: OEOSC/OP/TF 4
Ballot No.: 2009-2
Issued: 7/23/09
Date Due: 8/21/09

OEOSC ASC OP, Committee for Optics and Electro-Optical Instruments
Title: Proposed American National Standard for Optics and Electro-Optical Instruments –
Preparation of drawings for optical elements and systems— Part 10: Table representing data of
optical elements and cemented assemblies

Question: Shall Task Force 4 approve this draft standard so that it can be submitted to the entire
ASC OP committee for final approval as an American National Standard?

☐ Yes
☐ Yes, with comment
☐ No (State reason in comments area)
☐ Abstain (State reason in comments area)

Enter comments in the space below. Include another sheet if your comments exceed this space.
All negative votes and abstentions must be accompanied by an explanation.

Mail or FAX your response to

Gene Kohlenberg
OEOSC Executive Director
P.O. Box 25705
Rochester, NY 14625-0705
FAX: 585-377-2540

Signature

Ray Williamson
Printed Name

Ray Williamson Consulting
Organization Represented

Address 1
4984 Wellbrook Drive

Address 2

City
New Port Richey

State
FL

FAX
727 372 0346

Phone
727 372 0346

E-Mail
raywilliamson@verizon.net
FOR ACTION

Letter Ballot: OEOSC/OP/TF 4
Ballot No.: 2009-2
Issued: 7/23/09
Date Due: 8/21/09

OEOSC ASC OP, Committee for Optics and Electro-Optical Instruments
Title: Proposed American National Standard for Optics and Electro-Optical Instruments – Preparation of drawings for optical elements and systems – Part 10: Table representing data of optical elements and cemented assemblies

Question: Shall Task Force 4 approve this draft standard so that it can be submitted to the entire ASC OP committee for final approval as an American National Standard?

☐ Yes  ☐ Yes, with comment
☐ No (State reason in comments area)
☐ Abstain (State reason in comments area)

Enter comments in the space below. Include another sheet if your comments exceed this space. All negative votes and abstentions must be accompanied by an explanation.

Mail or FAX your response to
Gene Kohlenberg
OEOSC Executive Director
P.O. Box 25705
Rochester, NY 14625-0705
FAX: 585-377-2540

Signature

Date

8/9/9

Dave Aikens  Savvy Optics Corp
Printed Name  Organization Represented

Address 1  35 Gilbert Hill rd.
Address 2
City  Chester
State  CT
FAX
Phone  860-878-0722
E-Mail  daikens@savvyoptics.com
FOR ACTION

Letter Ballot: OEOSC/OP/TF 4
Ballot No.: 2009-2
Issued: 7/23/09
Date Due: 8/21/09

OEOSC ASC OP, Committee for Optics and Electro-Optical Instruments
Title: Proposed American National Standard for Optics and Electro-Optical Instruments – Preparation of drawings for optical elements and systems – Part 10: Table representing data of optical elements and cemented assemblies

Question: Shall Task Force 4 approve this draft standard so that it can be submitted to the entire ASC OP committee for final approval as an American National Standard?

☐ Yes  ☐ Yes, with comment
☐ No (State reason in comments area)
☐ Abstain (State reason in comments area)

Enter comments in the space below. Include another sheet if your comments exceed this space. All negative votes and abstentions must be accompanied by an explanation.

Mail or FAX your response to
Gene Kohlenberg
OEOSC Executive Director
P.O. Box 25705
Rochester, NY 14625-0705
FAX: 585-377-2540

Signature  Date

Allen Krisiloff  12/08/09
Printed Name  Triptar Lens Company, Inc.
Organization Represented

Address 1
Address 2
City
State
FAX
Phone
E-Mail

Include any contact info that has changed.